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1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to consider the place located at 1210 Great 
North Road, Point Chevalier, against the criteria for evaluation of historic 
heritage in the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan.   

The document has been prepared by David Reynolds of Reynolds & Associates 
on the specific instructions of our client, Auckland Council. It is solely for the use 
of Auckland Council for the purpose it is intended in accordance with the agreed 
scope of work. 

2.0  Identification 

Site address 1210 Great North Road Point Chevalier, Auckland 

Legal description 
and Certificate of 
Title identifier 

PT Lot 16 DP 2300 
CT NA 366/87 

NZTM grid 
reference 

Easting: 1752485.27 / Northing: 
5918106.51;WGS84:- Longitude: 174.710814 / 
Latitude: -36.870686 

Ownership Lee Gee Investment (2012) Limited 

District/regional 
plan & zoning 

Operative Auckland City - Isthmus Section 
Business 2  

Proposed Unitary 
Plan zoning  

Town Centre - Pt Chevalier 

Existing scheduled 
item(s) 

n/a 

Additional controls Additional Zone Height Controls: Additional Height 
Controls - Point Chevalier, 16.5m / 4 storeys,  
Pre 1944 Building Demolition Control  

Heritage New 
Zealand registration 
details 

n/a 

Pre-1900 site 
(HNZ Section 6a (i) 
and (ii) (b) 

No 
The place is not recorded as an archaeological site 
and has not been assessed to determine if it has 
archaeological values, however it has some 
potential as a site of human activity before 1900 
resulting from former rural activity in the vicinity.  

CHI reference/s 18668 

Sections 10 and 12 of this report have been updated to include a primary 
feature and clarification of named exclusions.
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NZAA site record 
number/s  

n/a 

3.0  Constraints 

This evaluation is based on the information available at the time of assessment. 
Due to the timeframe presented, research for the evaluation was undertaken to 
an extent that enables the site to be evaluated against the criteria, but is not 
exhaustive and additional research may yield new information. 

The site visit was made on 29 March 2014 and the building was inspected from 
Great North Road, from the service lane at the rear and from the access way on 
the west side of the bank, connecting the car park to Great North Road.  

This evaluation also does not include a structural evaluation or condition report 
or archaeological values of the place; all comments on the structural integrity or 
the condition of the building are based on visual inspection only.  

This evaluation does not include an evaluation of the importance of the place to 
mana whenua. 

4.0 Historical summary 

The ASB Bank’s Point Chevalier branch at 1210 Great North Road is one of five 
classical revival branch bank buildings constructed between 1928 and 1931 and 
designed by Auckland architect Daniel Boys Patterson.  Four still stand, three 
are recognisable as Auckland Savings Bank buildings and one is heavily 
modified.  The Point Chevalier branch is the last of the group to remain in use 
as a suburban branch. 

Daniel Boys Patterson was born in Southampton, Cumberland, England in 
1879, he trained in architecture in England and immigrated to New Zealand with 
his wife Elsie in 1909. He became a member of the NZ Institute of Architects in 
1914.  Patterson’s earliest involvement with the ASB was in designing the 
interior of the temporary bank premises in Dominion Road in 1919.  Shortly 
afterwards he became architect to the bank and held that position until 1962. 

His first branch design was for Otahuhu (1925), a single storey (later 2 storied) 
classical revival building constructed in concrete.  The next four branch banks 
followed very similar designs; the largest and the model for Symonds Street 
(1929) Dominion Road (1929) and Point Chevalier (1931) was the two-storey 
Jervois Road branch built in 1928.   

The three later branch designs dispensed with staff accommodation and were 
consequently smaller buildings, but were nevertheless monumental in their 
suburban locations and, like many similar classical revival banks in the United 
States, projected an image of reliability and stability. 

The Point Chevalier branch opened for business on Monday Feb 2 1931. 

Little changed at the bank until 1979 when the canopy was added.  Later 
modifications include signage, a ramp and railing in 1993, and the interior was 
refitted in 2011.  ASB Bank Ltd currently occupies the premises. 
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Figure 1:  The ASB Bank Point Chevalier Branch at 1210 Great North Road. 

5.0  Physical description 

The Point Chevalier branch bank building occupies a slightly sloping site 
fronting on to Great North Road, and accessed from the rear from a service 
lane via Parr Road North. The building and its car park are contained on one 
allotment, PT Lot 16 DP 2300.  The site has an area of 1391 square metres. 

Figure 2: The ASB Bank Point Chevalier Branch in its wider context. 

Plans for Point Chevalier branch indicate the building had a 30 ft frontage and a 
depth of 57 ft 10” (9.15 x 17.6 metres), with a ceiling height of approximately 17 
ft (5.18 metres). The interior was originally divided into a banking chamber with 
a manager’s office in the NE corner, and four ‘Teller Boxes’ along the eastern 
wall.  Opposite, the ‘public space’ had a wall desk with dividers for the use of 
depositors. 
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The rear section contained a telephone booth and strong room in the south 
west corner, with a cloakroom, sink and WC opposite.  The joinery and wall 
panelling was pale oak, and some of this was retained in a modern fit-out when 
the interior was upgraded in 2011.  The front doors were replaced at the same 
time by a pair of automatic sliding doors, and lighting and floor coverings were 
replaced.  The banking chamber retains its full height coffered ceiling. 

Ionic order pilasters flank the main entry on Great North Road but the original 
relief lettering ‘AUCKLAND SAVINGS BANK’ has been removed from the frieze 
above the architrave and re-plastered. The bed moulding of the cornice is 
decorated with dentils and the facade above the base is worked in limestone, 
probably Oamaru stone.  The base is built of Coromandel Granite.  The banking 
chamber is lit by two round arched steel windows flanking a pair of panelled 
timber doors, the architrave of which is decorated by an imbricated leaf 
ornament. Three ornamental brackets are at the window heads. 

The space above the window heads is decorated with framed blank panels 
surrounded by a bead and reel mouldings.  The centre panel above the door is 
decorated with a classical rosette surrounded by a leaf and dart moulding. The 
decoration extends to the security screens on the lower part of the window 
recesses, which in this case have been painted. 

Modifications 
The exterior has been modified by the addition of a ramp and stainless steel 
handrail leading from the west side of the building. A set of curved steps gives 
access from the east.  The most intrusive addition is an aluminium and glass 
hood and associated downpipe over the entry, which provides a modicum of 
shelter.  An illuminated ASB Bank sign is centred on the parapet and an etched 
stainless nameplate bearing the bank’s new name, ‘ASB Bank’, and monogram 
is mounted on the right hand pilaster base.  A lean-to extension has been 
added at the rear. 

Original features that have been lost include the four spherical white lamps that 
ranged along the facade, and the two original bronze ‘Auckland Savings Bank’ 
plaques which were affixed to the base of the central pilasters.  The building’s 
base remains un-painted but the balance of the Oamaru stone facade has 
multiple coats of paint, the current one off-white.  Both columns bear the 
engraved initials of wayward local youths. 

Current Use 
The building is currently in use as the Point Chevalier branch of ASB Bank 
Limited. 

Summary of key features 

 Classical revival architecture
 Standard design
 Sole remaining example still in savings bank use
 Located in residential suburb of Point Chevalier
 Single storey
 Reinforced concrete construction with brick infill
 Steel multi-pane fixed glazing
 Terracotta tile roof
 Modifications: ramp, signage, canopy and interior re-fit
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6.0 Comparative analysis 

Two directly comparable examples remain: the former Ponsonby Branch at  
15 -17 Jervois Road1 (1928) and the Symonds Street Branch at 21 Khyber Pass 
Road (1929).  (Dominion Rd was demolished in 1999.) 

The former Ponsonby Branch, listed by Heritage New Zealand in Category 2, 
differs from Symonds Street and Point Chevalier by having accommodation on 
the upper floor and extending out at the rear but in most respects the Symonds 
Street and Point Chevalier branches retain much of the basic detailing of 
Ponsonby in a scaled down manner and are virtually identical save for minor 
differences in the window grilles from building to building. 

Figure 3: 1928 Ponsonby Branch, Symonds St (Khyber Pass) 1929, Point Chevalier 1931. 

Until recently Ponsonby was operating as a lawyer’s office with retail in the 
banking chamber.  Much of the interior furnishings remain.  Symonds St 
operates as a design office, interior not open to view, and Point Chevalier has 
had an interior re-fit using some of the original oak panelling, but otherwise 
following current ASB corporate livery with fittings. 

Other comparative U.S. examples from the same period that may have 
influenced Patterson or his client,  include the Home Bank and Trust Company 
in Meriden, Connecticut (1922); the Berkshire Loan & Trust Company (1923) 
Pitfield, Connecticut; and the Ladora Savings Bank, Ladora, Iowa (1920).  

Figure 4: The  Home Bank and Trust Company (1922) Meriden, Connecticut, centre Berkshire 
Loan & Trust Company (1923) Pitfield, Connecticut and right, Ladora Savings Bank, Ladora, Iowa 
(1920). 
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7.0 Significance criteria 

(a) Historical 

The place reflects important or representative aspects of national, regional or 
local history, or is associated with an important event, person, group of people 
or idea or early period of settlement within the nation, region or locality. 

The Point Chevalier ASB Bank building is historically significant for its 
association with the development of the Auckland Savings Bank in the Auckland 
Province, and particularly the development of branch banking in Auckland City 
the 1920s and 30s.  It was one of five banks designed by Auckland architect 
Daniel B. Patterson to take the bank into the suburbs projecting an image of 
solidity, confidence and thrift, using the architectural language of the classical 
revival to achieve this.  The Point Chevalier bank building has further historical 
significance as the last of the group of a standard design still in use by the 
bank’s successor company. The place is considerable at a local/regional 
level.

(b) Social 

The place has a strong or special association with, or is held in high esteem by, 
a particular community or cultural group for its symbolic, spiritual, 
commemorative, traditional or other cultural value. 

The ASB bank has little significance under this criterion. There is no particular 
group known to have strong or special association with the building for 
symbolic, spiritual, commemorative, traditional or other cultural values. The 
place is considerable at a local level.
(c) Mana whenua 

The place has a strong or special association with, or is held in high esteem by, 
mana whenua for its symbolic, spiritual, commemorative, traditional or other 
cultural value. 

Mana whenua value assessment is not required in this evaluation. 

(d) Knowledge 

The place has potential to provide knowledge through scientific or scholarly 
study or to contribute to an understanding of the cultural or natural history of the 
nation, region or locality. 

The Point Chevalier ASB Bank building has little or no significance under
this criterion. 

(e) Technological 

The place demonstrates technical accomplishment, innovation or achievement 
in its structure, construction, components or use of materials. 

The bank building has little or no significance under this criterion. The materials
and construction of the bank are typical of commercial construction in the 1920s 
and unlikely to reveal technical innovation.   
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(f) Physical attributes 

The place is a notable or representative example of a type, design or style, 
method of construction, craftsmanship or use of materials or the work of a 
notable architect, designer, engineer or builder. 

The bank has value as a publicly accessible example of the work of a prominent 
architect, Daniel B. Patterson, active in Auckland between 1910 and 1962 and 
senior partner in the firm D.B. Patterson, Lewis & Sutcliffe.  Patterson was 
responsible for all of the Auckland Savings Bank’s inter-war branches, and was 
bank architect between 1919 and 1962.  This is a good representative example 
of his classical revival ‘house style’ of the period, the forerunner of which in 
Jervois Road, Ponsonby, has been recognized by its Category 2 listing by 
Heritage New Zealand. It fits well in scale with its commercial neighbours in the 
town centre development to the west. The place is considerable at a local 
level.
(g) Aesthetic 

The place is notable or distinctive for its aesthetic, visual, or landmark qualities. 

The Point Chevalier ASB Bank building has considerable value as a landmark 
building in the town centre.  Its distinctive design and ornamentation 
distinguishes it from its neighbours and its position as the first building in a 
developing row emphasises its landmark qualities. The building has 
considerable local aesthetic value and makes a strong contribution to the
area’s character. 

(h) Context 

The place contributes to or is associated with a wider historical or cultural 
context, streetscape, townscape, landscape or setting. 

The building has considerable local value as a component of a dominant
group of neighbouring buildings that comprised the 1930s Point Chevalier town 
centre, much of which is relatively intact. Designed to project a message of 
reliability and thrift through its architecture, the bank building makes a strong 
contribution to the streetscape and in the maintenance of the character and 
cohesiveness of the group. 

8.0 Statement of significance 

The Point Chevalier ASB Bank building has considerable historical value in the 
locality for its association with the Auckland Savings Banks and with the 
development of the adjoining suburb during the inter war period. The building 
also has considerable historical value as the work of prominent Auckland 
architect Daniel B. Patterson, the Auckland Savings Bank architect for 43 years, 
and as a substantially intact representative of a group of similarly designed 
branch banks, retaining its original use.  

The building has aesthetic value as a local landmark and for its contribution to 
the cohesiveness of the adjacent commercial development. 
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9.0  Extent of the place for scheduling 

Figure 5:  The extent of the place for scheduling includes the kerb space 
immediately in front of the building. 

The identified extent of the The identified extent of the Point Chevalier ASB 
Bank building at 1210 Great North Road was based on the Certificate of Title 
boundary for the building and the kerb space on Great North Road in order to 
ensure continued visibility and protect the building’s landmark qualities. 

10.0   Recommendations 

Based on the above evaluation, the Point Chevalier ASB Bank building 
meets the threshold for scheduling as a Historic Heritage Place: Category B. 
The primary feature is recommended to be the 1930 building footprint.

Contribution to a possible Historic Heritage Area 
The ASB bank’s distinctive classical revival style contrasts with the 
architecture of its immediate commercial neighbours and the more fanciful 
eclectic Ambassador Theatre, establishing it as a significant landmark in the 
area.  

The bank building is an important contributor to the Historic Heritage Area, in 
association with the Ambassador Theatre and its flanking commercial 
developments.  

It is noted that 1210 Great North Road had been previously considered for 
scheduling under the legacy Auckland City Council scoring system. This place 
was re-evaluated during this survey using the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan 
criteria, a values-based approach that reflects a broader suite of reasons why a 
place might be significant. The PAUP criteria build upon the legacy system, 
allowing for additional focus on historical associations, context values, and 
significance to local communities. 

Updated July 2017
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11.0 Table of Historic Heritage Values 

Significance Criteria 
(A-H) 

Value* (None, Little, 
Moderate, 
Considerable, 
Exceptional) 

Context (Local, 
Regional, National, 
International) 

A- Historical Considerable Local/regional 

B- Social Little n/a 

C- Mana Whenua Not evaluated n/a 

D- Knowledge Little n/a 

E- Technological Little n/a 

F- Physical Attributes Considerable Local 

G- Aesthetic Considerable Local 

H- Context Considerable Local 

*Levels of significance or value:

Exceptional:  of outstanding importance and interest; retention of the identified 
value(s)/significance is essential. 

Considerable:  of great importance and interest; retention of the identified 
value(s)/significance is very important. 

Moderate: of some importance and interest; retention of the identified 
value(s)/significance is desirable.  

Little: of limited importance and interest. 

NA/None:  none identified 

11.0 Overall Significance 

Category Heritage 
Values 

Extent of 
place 

Interior 
Protected 

Exclusions 

B (a), (f), (g), (h). Refer to 
diagram 
Figure 5 

No 

-The interior of the building is recommended as an exclusion.
-The primary feature is the 1930 buiilding footprint.

Updated July 2017

Interior of 
building(s)
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Historical Research 

The Auckland Savings Bank commenced business in 1847 with the intention to offer 
banking and loans to middle and lower income earners in the Auckland Province. 
Growth initially was slow but by 1900 the bank had more than £1 million in transactions 
and was steadily developing a reputation as a community minded bank being directed 
to devote a portion of its surpluses to charitable purposes. 2   

The Bank’s Point Chevalier branch at 1210 Great North Road is one of a series of five 
classical revival branch bank buildings, constructed between 1928 and 1931, designed 
by Auckland architect Daniel Boys Patterson.  The branch opened on 2 February 
1931.3

Daniel Boys Patterson was born in Southampton, Cumberland, England in 1879.  He 
trained in architecture in England and immigrated to New Zealand with his wife Elsie in 
1909 becoming a member of the NZ Institute of Architects in 1914.4  Patterson’s 
earliest involvement with the ASB was in designing the interior of the Auckland Savings 
Bank’s temporary premises in Dominion Road in 1919.  Shortly afterwards he became 

architect to the bank and held that position till 1962.5 Patterson was also architect to 
Auckland Diocesan Trust Board, New Zealand Breweries Ltd and Campbell Ehrenfried 
Co Ltd.6 

His first branch design was for Otahuhu, a single storey (later 2 storied) classical 
revival building in concrete which still stands as a barber and photo shop at 240 Great 
South Road, Otahuhu . 

Figure 4:  Patterson’s single storey Otahuhu branch from a 1939 bank advertisement, centre, today. Far 
right, Newton branch Ponsonby Road stripped of ornament. Photos: Google Earth. 

Patterson’s other suburban branches, constructed between 1928 and 1931, while they 
are sometimes seen as a progression from earlier classical revival branch bank 
designs of Edward Bartley may just as easily have been influenced by the development 
of compact suburban branch banks in the United States during the 1920s.7 8   

Figure 5: Left: Monuments to money:  The  Home Bank and Trust 
Company (1922) Meriden, centre Berkshire Loan & Trust Company (1923) Pitfield, Connecticut and right, 
Ladora Savings Bank, Ladora, Iowa (1920).  
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Figure 6: Patterson’s four monuments to thrift: 1928 Ponsonby, 1929 Symonds St (Khyber Pass), 1929 
Dominion Road (demolished 1999), and 1931 Point Chevalier. Photos: David Reynolds.  

Figure 7: (right): Exhorting thrift: an ASB advertisement in the 
Auckland Star, 29 January 1929. 

In the United States, the choice of classical revival 
architecture was a deliberate attempt to attract depositors 
and convey an image of grandeur and stability. 
Patterson’s and his client’s choice of classical revival 
style was to prove very appropriate in the forthcoming 
Depression in maintaining an image of the bank as the 
sound ‘Monument to Thrift’ it claimed to be in its 1929 
newspaper advertising.9 

Four of Patterson’s banks followed similar designs; the 
largest and undoubtedly the model for Symonds Street10 
and the two that followed is the two-storied Ponsonby 
branch built in 1928.11   

It differs from the others in having manager’s 
accommodation at the rear.  Corinthian order pilasters 
flank the main entry on Jervois Road, and the frieze 
above the architrave bears the words ‘AUCKLAND 
SAVINGS BANK’. The bed moulding of the cornice is 
decorated with dentils and the facade above the base is 
worked in limestone, probably Oamaru stone.  The base 
is built of Coromandel Granite (tonolite).  The upper floor 
is lit by three rectangular steel framed rectangular multi-
pane windows.  The lower floor has round- topped 
windows at left and right with a smaller example above a 
pair of panelled timber doors, the architrave of which is 
decorated with a pattern of overlapping discs. Three 
moulded keystones are at the window heads. 

Patterson’s three branches that followed Jervois Road 
dispensed with staff accommodation and were 
consequently smaller buildings.  Point Chevalier, like 
Jervois Road, has Oamaru stone facades, and reinforced 
concrete frames with rendered brick infill panels along 
the remaining walls, the render incised in imitation of 
stone.  Decorative screens are fitted to the lower part of 
the window recesses.  
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The reduced space above the window heads was decorated with framed blank panels 
surrounded by a bead and reel moulding.  The centre panel was decorated with a 
classical rosette surrounded by a leaf and dart moulding, and the architrave above the 
main doors bears an imbricated leaf ornament.  This can be found on the Dominion 
Road, Symonds Street Branch and Point Chevalier branches, which contradicts an 
earlier assessment that Point Chevalier was Patterson’s “...most pared back or 
‘stripped classical’ facade yet.” 12  In terms of surface area, these three examples had 
more surface decoration than Jervois Road had. 

Patterson’s next two savings banks depart markedly from his 1920s branches.  His first 
real exploration of stripped classicism in bank design is the Grey Lynn branch ca 1931 
followed, rather curiously by the eclectic Edwardian Baroque Green Lane Branch in 
1934. 
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 Appendix 2 Supplementary research 
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Appendix 3: Certificates of Title 
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Appendix 4: Photographs 

Historical 

Figure 4: The Auckland Savings Bank building probably in the mid 1960s. The facade is unpainted and 
retains its original lighting.  Photographer: Barry Mackay. Source: Point Chevalier memories, 1930's-1950's 

Figure 5: The unpainted bank building 31 July 1971 with additional ASB signage on the parapet and over 
the central panel. Relief letters are highlighted in gold and the sloping window sills still sport their spike 
strips to deter loiterers. Photographer: John Ward  
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Contemporary photographs 

Figure 6: The Point Chevalier ASB Bank building photographed 29 March 2014.  David Reynolds 

Figure 7: Detail of surface ornament on the street façade which this example shares with the former 
Symonds Street branch.  29 March 2014.  David Reynolds 
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Figure 8: Security screens are fitted to both street windows.  These have been painted in the new 
corporate livery but were once dark green. 29 March 2014.  Photo: David Reynolds 

Figure 9: The central panel and its classical rosette, moulded ornamental bracket and Ionic order capital.  
Most of the potential roosting sites above window height have been fitted with Nixalite bird spikes. 13 May 
2014 David Reynolds 
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Figure 12: Glazed entry hood and sliding glass doors are the principal alterations to the Great North Road 
elevation. 29 March 2014.  David Reynolds 

Figure 10: Detail of round topped window 
on the street facade. 13 May 2014  
Photo: David Reynolds 

Figure 11: View along west wall from the 
side lane showing scribed lines in the 
cement render in imitation of ashlar. 13 
May 2014 Photo: David Reynolds 
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Figure 13: The south elevation with later additions beyond the original footprint of the 1930 plan.  The 
building retains its original slate roof and terracotta ridging. 29 March 2014.  Photo: David Reynolds 
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Appendix 5:  Drawings 

Figure 14: Auckland Savings Bank Point Chevalier Branch Plans and elevations. Auckland Council 
Archives.  Permit No. 11201 

Figure 15: Auckland Savings Bank Point Chevalier Branch: North facade and banking chamber joinery 
details.  Auckland Council Archives.  Permit No. 11201 
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Figure 16: Drainage plan showing original outbuildings - washhouse and shed. 

Figure 17: Auckland Savings Bank Point Chevalier Branch: Block plan.  Auckland Council Archives. 
Permit No. 11201 
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Figure 18: Auckland Savings Bank Point Chevalier Branch: Canopy addition 1979.  Auckland Council 
Archives.  Permit No. 29921 

Figure 19: Auckland Savings Bank Point Chevalier Branch: Ramp addition 1993.  Auckland Council 
Archives.  Permit No. AC93/3701 
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[excerpt] New Zealand Herald, 7 June 1927, 
Page 13 

Auckland Star, 2 March 1928, Page 6 

Auckland Star 13 September 1928, Page 28 

New Zealand Herald 6 December 1928, 
Page 14 

New Zealand Herald, 5 January 1929, Page 10 
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New Zealand Herald, 1 August 1930, 
Page 12 

New Zealand Herald 31 January 1931, 
Page 17 

Auckland Star 26 March 1930, Page 5 
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